
 
 

 
 
Delayed Rays of a Star 
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Bloomsbury, London, 2019 
5 stars *****  
  
Koe’s first novel is primarily focused on three characters: the anti-Nazi German actress, Marlene 
Dietrich; the German actress-director, Leni Riefenstahl (whose films were supported by Hitler); and 
the Chinese-American actress, Anna May Wong.  
  
In less skilful hands, Dietrich’s and Riefenstahl’s wilful blindness, single-minded ambition and gross 
narcissism could easily have repelled readers. Koe, however, humanises both women by bringing 
them to life through vivid detail, convincing voices and loaded scenes that show how their careers 
largely hinged upon their manipulation of powerful men and their meticulously choreographed 
femininities. As Leni puts it, women are always acting—acting as women.  
  
Anna May’s power is much more circumscribed: she has to ‘act as a woman’ and as an ‘oriental 
exotic’ in a world where people can only ‘aestheticize or abhor difference.’ How is she meant to have 
a career when she is declared ‘too Chinese to play a Chinese,’ and directors and audiences prefer 
‘yellow face’?  
  
The novel thus asks: When one’s choices are so limited, can one be blamed for the choices one 
makes?  
  
Interestingly, these women’s lifespans encompass the rise and fall of a number of ‘New Worlds’: 
from the ‘liberated’ flapper era of the 1920s, to the rise of Hitler’s Germany, to the death of European 
communism—which happened at exactly the same moment that the Chinese state solidified its 
ideological hybrid of fascism, capitalism and communism. The paradoxical nature of this political 
amalgam is wonderfully symbolised by the appearance of a KFC near the blood-stained Tiananmen 
Square, a Western restaurant Chinese people flocked to as if ‘fast food’ represented some ‘kind of 
freedom.’ 
  
Though the book’s historical gaze may have been sharpened if its length was shortened (perhaps by 
limiting some of its tangential narratives), this novel is undoubtedly a stunner.  
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